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Abstract. We present a model for an interactive continuous media
server. Such server systems work in an online environment without knowing future requirements of the customers. We apply competitive analysis
to study di erent scenarios of the design and control of a server and we
give upper and lower bounds for the competitive ratio.

1 Introduction
To provide high bandwidth interactive media to large number of customers suitable network and server technologies have to be available. Whereas the delivery
of data without real time constraints like texts and images has been successfully
solved (e.g. WWW service on Internet), this is not true for the delivery of real
time continuous media streams in large networks. So one of the key elements
in such an environment is the development of an interactive continuous media
server (ICMS).
To store huge amounts of data and to allow simultaneous access for many
customers a set of memory modules is necessary, e.g. a large array of hard disks.
Our model consists of such a set of memory modules and a set of links. These
two sets are completely connected. The customers get their data via the links
and included bu ers.
In our research we are interested in supporting decisions about memory bandwidth and storage policies of the data, and we study how the throughput is
e ected by allowing delays.
An ICMS works online, i.e. prospective requirements of the customers are
unknown or uncertain because the customers have the freedom to access and
to leave the system as well as to interrupt the transmission and to continue
at any point of the media stream. However, the decisions about the current
usage of the server resources have to be made immediately and a later change is
impossible. We investigate the loss of performance due to this online information
regime to see the consequences of di erent server constructions. To do so, we
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apply competitive analysis, introduced in [10]. It determines the maximal ratio
between online and optimal oine solutions over all possible inputs.
In fact we focus on a very special scheduling problem. The memory modules
are our resources and the data requests of the customers are the \jobs". The jobs
can be managed by that subset of the resources storing a copy of the requested
data, and in order to ful ll the real time constraints jobs have deadlines.
The literature about scheduling theory is extremely rich. A good introduction
is [4] and [2], which also deals with resource constraints. [9] gives a survey about
up to date online scheduling research whereas online interval scheduling with
xed start and end times is investigated in [8, 11].
The design of ICMS is a very active area of worldwide theoretical and experimental research (e.g. see [1, 3, 5, 6]). The work presented in this paper has been
accomplished in the context of the SICMA project. This project, funded by the
commission of the European community, aims at developing a parallel ICMS.
The integration of sophisticated scheduling algorithms into the architecture of
this server is one of the major aims of the SICMA project.
The material is organized as follows. Sec. 2 presents our model and Sec. 3
gives an overview of the results with some ideas of the proofs. In Sec. 4 we
concentrate our view on a special model instance and prove a nontrivial upper
bound. Finally, we mention a few open problems in Sec. 5.

2 The Model
Our model has three main parameters: b; c and d. These parameters describe the
memory bandwidth (b), the number of data copies (c) and a tolerable delay (d).
In our model, M := fm1; m2 ; : : : ; mn g is the set of n memory modules. The
data streams are split into packets of equal size. To relax access con icts on
memory modules each of these packets is located in c di erent memory modules.
Our model works in discrete time steps and a memory module has the bandwidth
to deliver up to b data packets in one step.
A customer requests at most one data packet per time step. Thus, we bound
the number of concurrent customers by the total memory bandwidth bn and they
are described by a set R := f1 ; 2 ; : : : ; bn g. In the model we assume that each
customer requests one arbitrary data packet, which means an access to one out
of c memory modules storing the requested data, or does nothing at each time
step. For our model the input is a request function r : R  f1; : : : ; T g ! Mc ;
where f1; : : : ; T g is the set of time steps and Mc := fA j A  M; jAj = cg [ f?g.
The absence of customers can be expressed with consecutive empty requests.
A request can be served immediately or with a maximal delay of d time steps.
We investigate two variants of the model. In the rst one an algorithm has
to construct a scheduling function s : R  f1; : : : ; T g ! (M  T ) [ f?g; which
assigns a memory module m 2 M and a time of delivery t 2 f1; : : :; T g for each
request or assigns ? when the request is empty or it is unsatis able. We will call
this problem \data access problem" (DAP).

In the second variant, which is a restriction of the rst one, a customer, or
his assigned link respectively, can only receive one data packet per time step.
This model is more realistic and the results show a fundamental di erence in
the reachable online performance. This second variant is called \restricted DAP"
(RDAP). Algorithms solving DAP or RDAP will be compared with the optimal
oine algorithm OPT.
The model cannot guarantee for delivering the requested data packets3. Nevertheless, we want to serve as many requests as possible. So the performance of
an algorithm ALG for DAP or RDAP under an input r is the number of successful requests, i.e. the number of delivered data packets, and it is denoted by
PALG (r). This objective function follows ideas of [8, 11] where no bene t is paid
when a job violates its deadline.
Following the well known de nition of competitiveness, we say an online
algorithm A is -competitive if there is a constant such that for all inputs r
POPT(r) <=  PA (r) + :
The competitive ratio is then the in mum over all values  such that A is
-competitive.
In the next sections we study the in uence of the three main parameters
memory bandwidth b, number of copies c, and delay d to the competitive ratio
for deterministic algorithms. We are interested in understanding the reachable
bene t that arises from allowing larger delay, increased memory bandwidth, and
number of data copies.

3 Results
The table below summarizes our current results. A competitive ratio of \1"
indicates that the online algorithm reaches the same performance as an optimal
oine algorithm while \> 1" expresses that no such online algorithm exists. In
this work IN denotes the natural numbers without 0.
competitive ratio
problem
parameters
DAP
RDAP

d = 0; b; c 2 IN
c = 1; b; d 2 IN
c > 1; b; d 2 IN
b; c; d 2 IN
b=c=d=1
c = d = 1; b 2 IN

lower bound

upper bound

>1
>1

1
1
min 2; n/c

min d + 1; n/c
5/3
5/3

4/3

The proof of the 5/3 upper bound for RDAP is presented in Sec. 4. Below
we sketch some of the proofs for the other results.
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Let us imagine requests of all customers to a few modules. We get \hot spots" and
any algorithm can satisfy only a small subset of requests.

Upper Bounds Using a Matching Technique. First we describe the matching technique and afterwards we sketch the proofs for the upper bounds of rows
one, three, and four in the above table.
The DAP can be modelled as a matching problem in a bipartite graph G with
weighted nodes. Each request is represented as a node in U and has weight 1
(request nodes ). Each resource, i.e. each memory module at each time step, is
represented as a node with weight b in V (resource nodes ) and in a matching
such a node can be incident to maximal b matching edges. The set of edges
E connects every non-empty request node to all resource nodes which are able
to serve the request, i.e. to all c speci ed modules and all possible d + 1 time
steps. The capability of the memory modules is the only limiting factor, so every
maximum matching in G describes an optimal solution for DAP. It is well known
that a maximum matching can be constructed eciently by an oine algorithm.
In the online version of DAP with no delay (d = 0) all dependencies between
two time steps disappear. In fact every time step represents an independent
oine problem and the optimal oine algorithm can solve it itself. Thus we get
the rst upper bound of 1.
For the DAP with parameters d >
= 1; c; b 2 IN we have to construct the
matching in G online. Karp et al. proved in [7] that 2 is an upper bound for the
competitive ratio of the online bipartite matching for deterministic algorithms.
This upper bound shown by the greedy algorithm also holds for the matching
problem in G.
The upper bounds of d + 1 and n/c are shown by an algorithm without
using delays. At each time step it applies the matching technique to determine
a maximum number of the current requests for immediate serving. All other
requests are ignored. This algorithm does not violate the additional restriction
of RDAP.
We get the d +1 upper bound for RDAP by the following observation. Due to
the maximization of the above algorithm, no other algorithm (including OPT)
can serve a higher number of the current requests in any of the d + 1 possible
time steps. The online algorithm uses only the rst of them and an application
of this fact for every time step gives the upper bound for the competitive ratio.
The n/c bound can be shown by another observation: If the current time step
has no more than bc requests, then all of them will be served. Otherwise at least
bc requests get their data packets because at least c memory modules are able
to serve up to b requests. In our model, however, at most bn concurrent requests
exist per time step and the optimal oine algorithm OPT can serve, at best,
all of them. This proves the upper bound of n/c for DAP and RDAP. Here, a
phenomenon of small system sizes is depicted: The competitive ratio decreases
when the number of memory modules n (and therewith the maximal number of
customers) becomes too small.
An Upper Bound Using Earliest Deadline First Heuristics. In the DAP

with only one copy of every data packet (c = 1) all dependencies between memory

modules disappear. This problem is equivalent to the online uniprocessor deadline scheduling of unit time tasks which can be solved as optimal as in the oine
case using the earliest deadline rst heuristics. This gives the 1-competitiveness.

Lower Bounds. The nonexistence of 1-competitive online algorithms for DAP
and RDAP with parameters d >
= 1, b 2 IN and c > 1 (DAP), c 2 IN (RDAP)
respectively, can be shown by an adversary argument. It works in two phases
and the second phase depends on the decisions made by the online algorithm
which are completely known to the adversary in advance.
In the rst phase at time t = 1 the adversary constructs a request sequence
in such a way that after d time steps all but one arbitrary request can be served.
Thereafter, the system is in one of at least two di erent structured but equally
valued con gurations, depending on the request chosen by the algorithm for
maximal delay. In the second phase the adversary continues the request sequence
at time t = d + 1 in a way that the system can just manage to serve all requests.
However, due to the delayed request, which needs the same resource, the online
algorithm cannot satisfy all of them.
The optimal oine algorithm is able to ful ll each request by choosing another system con guration before time t = d + 1. Then the maximal delayed
request uses a resource not needed for serving the requests of the second phase.
Repeating the whole request sequence over time shows that no online algorithm can be 1-competitive.
The lower bound of 4/3 for RDAP with parameters b = c = d = 1 can be
shown by a similar strategy which appends new requests in a continuous way.

4 An Improved Upper Bound
Now we shift focus on a special model instance, the RDAP, where all three
main parameters are equal to one. A memory module can deliver only one data
packet per time step (b = 1), every data packet is stored only once in the system
(c = 1), and a request has to be served immediately or in the next time step
(d = 1). This is the model with smallest parameters for which the construction
of 1-competitive algorithms is impossible.
The online algorithm H employed to show the 5/3 upper bound needs a global
view onto the system and works as follows:
for every time step t 2 f1; : : :; T g:
read all incoming requests of time t and mark all of them corresponding
to customers with a delayed request of time t ? 1;
for each memory module m 2 M :
phase 1: if there is a delayed request of time t ? 1 on m
then serve it
else serve an unmarked request
phase 2: delay one of the remaining requests for serving at time t + 1

Theorem. H is 5/3-competitive.

Sketch of Proof. At rst we need a few de nitions and notations for a xed input:
PALG (T ) { performance of algorithm ALG, i.e. number of served requests from
the beginning up to time T .
pALG
m (t) { local performance of ALG, i.e. number of served requests on memory
module m at time t
T X
X
PALG (T ) =
pALG
m (t)
t=1 m2M

:

dALG
m (t) { number of requests at time t ? 1 which are served by ALG at time t
from memory module m .
'm (t) { a local potential function on memory module m at time t which is
de ned as

8
0 ; if dOPT (t) = 0 and dHm (t) = 0
>
>
< 1 ; if dm
OPT
0 and dHm (t) = 1
'm (t) := > ?1 ; if dmOPT ((tt)) =
= 1 and dHm (t) = 0
m
>
: 2 ; if dOPT
H
m (t) = 1 and dm (t) = 1
3

:

(t) { the global potential function which is de ned as
X
(t) :=
'm (t) :
m2M

From this de nition follows (t) 2 [?n; n].
In order to show the competitive ratio of 5/3 it is sucient to show
POPT (T ) <= 35 PH(T ) + (T + 1)
(1)
which is equivalent (using the above de nitions and the fact that at the starting
H
time it holds for each m 2 M : dOPT
m (1) = dm (1) = 0 ) 'm (1) = 0) to:
0<
=


T X 5
X
H (t) ? pOPT (t) + 'm (t +1) ? 'm (t)
p
m
m
t=1 m2M 3

:

(2)

Thus, it is sucient to concentrate our view on local situations where a local
situation is de ned by a memory module m 2 M at a time t, 1 <
=t<
= T . For
reasons of convenience we de ne the term for the value of such a local situation
in (2) as `m (t):
`m (t) := 35 pHm (t) ? pOPT
m (t) + 'm (t +1) ? 'm (t) :
Equation (2) and the terms `m(t) compare an arbitrary but xed optimal solution of OPT with the online solution of H. If we consider all feasible combinations
of the variables in such a local term `m (t) (based on the input and the decisions
made by OPT and H), we can observe that `m (t) >
= 31 in all but three cases.
These exceptions are:

Case 1: There are at least two requests to the memory module m, all of them
are marked by H. OPT and H have no delayed requests of time t ? 1
H
(dOPT
serves one request (pOPT
m (t) = dm (t) = 0). OPT OPT
m (t) = 1) and will
serve another one with delay (dm (t + 1) = 1).
Under this condition H delivers no packet (pHm (t) = 0) and will serve one
request with delay (dHm (t + 1) = 1); therefore `m (t) = ? 31 .
Case 2: Like Case 1 but algorithm OPT will not serve a request with delay
(dOPT
m (t + 1) = 0); therefore `m (t) = 0.
Case 3: There is one request to the memory module m which is marked by H
and no delayed requests (dHm (t) = dOPT
m (t) = 0). OPT serves this request at
time t (pOPT
m (t) = 1). OPT
Under this condition dm (t + 1) = 0 and H has to serve this request with
delay (pHm (t) = 0, dHm (t + 1) = 1); therefore `m(t) = 0.

In Case 1 the term `m(t) is negative but such a situation needs special preconditions. So we will prove the existence of a set of local situations including
all of Case 1 with a non negative overall sum of their terms `m (t).
In a Case 1-situation at time t all requests are marked. Therefore, we can
uniquely identify at least two local situations at memory modules m0 and m00
occurring one time step before where H delayed exact one request of the current
customers at each module (dHm (t) = dHm (t) = 1). For these local situations can
hold `m (t ? 1) >
= 13 . Then the negative value is equalized.
= 31 or `m (t ? 1) >
However, it is also possible that both situations are of Case 1, 2 or 3. In all three
cases H cannot deliver a data packet because all requests are marked. Applying
the same argument we can identify one (Case 3) or at least two (Case 1 and 2)
predecessor situations.
For every Case 1-situation at time t0 <
= T 1we can construct a dependency tree
where all leaves have a local value `m(t) >
= 3 . Thereby, other dependency trees
are possibly absorbed. At starting time no delayed request exists, so no situations
of Case 1, 2 or 3 can occur. This fact bounds the depth of the tree by t0 .
This tree has more leaves (`m (t) >
= + 31 )1than inner nodes with at least two
predecessors (possibly of Case 1; `m (t) = ? 3 ) and the overall sum of the values
`m (t) of the situations described by such a tree is non negative. Comparing the
solutions of H and OPT it is possible to nd a forest of such dependency trees,
which includes all situations of Case 1, and the sum of all the local terms `m (t)
is non negative with respect to inequality (2).
0

0

00

00
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A careful inspection of the proof gives us an adversary showing that this 5/3
bound is tight for algorithm H.
This algorithm and the proof can be extended for arbitrary memory bandwidth b 2 IN in a straight forward manner and the same upper bound holds.

5 Open Problems
The bounds for the competitive ratio of the introduced model still have gaps.
E.g. algorithm H makes the decisions about delaying requests in phase 2 too

early. We have the feeling that it should be possible to improve the upper bound
by using an algorithm waiting on the new requests before deciding which ones
are served with delay. But up to now we have not been able to prove it.
Also, we like to extend the restrictions to real network structures4 between
the memory modules and the customers. A very interesting question is the inuence of an additional lookahead while the bu ers are bounded by a small
constant.
If convincing motivated assumptions or knowledge about the input distribution are available, it is necessary to develop and study functions to map the data
to memory modules supporting this input distribution.
Finally, it would be interesting to know whether randomized online algorithms can essentially help to decrease the bounds.
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